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  A Bitter Sun

  As Rich as the King

  Christianity and Slavery

  Nothing Belongs to You

  The Definition of Happiness
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 Soleil amer

A BITTER SUN
At the end of the 1950s in Algeria, Naja has been raising 
her three daughters alone ever since her husband Saïd left 
to work in a factory in France. The family eventually joins 
him and moves to a housing project in the suburbs of Paris. 
Naja gets pregnant, but due to their financial instability, they 
cannot keep the child. Saïd's brother, who married a rich 
but sterile French woman, offers to adopt the baby at birth. 
On the day of the delivery, Naja brings two little boys into 
the world, who will be separated in the utmost secrecy...

9782072952173 | 2021 | 160 pages |  14 x 20,5 cm | 16.90 €

 Aussi riche que le roi

AS RICH  
AS THE KING
1990s, Casablanca. Sarah has nothing and when she 
graduates from high school, she meets Driss, who has 
everything. She decides to seduce him; she wants to 
marry him. Her race to him is a journey across Casa and 
its tensions: the rich people who take up all the space, the 
joints smoked next to their pools, the prostitutes having 
abortions in backrooms, falsely scandalized whispers, 
harassed maids, and the desire to go elsewhere. But 
elsewhere is far away.

9782072898839 | 2021 | 208 pages |  14 x 20,5 cm | 18.00 €

Literature & Fiction

Abigail Assor

A first novel with poisonous 
charm, where femininity 
becomes a fearsome weapon 
to climb Morocco’s social 
ladder. And win your freedom.

Literature & Fiction

Lilia Hassaine

The painful and ardent  
story of a family from  
Algeria over a period  
of three decades, between  
a secret and identity crises.
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 Christianisme et esclavage

CHRISTIANITY  
AND SLAVERY
How did we manage to reconcile the contradiction between 
loving one’s neighbor and the reality of slavery for so long? 
Did Christianity bring a new vision of slavery? Did its prin-
ciples contribute to abolition? Here, Olivier Grenouilleau 
refutes the traditional hagiographic point of view, according 
to which the idea of abolition sprouted from the Christian 
faith, and refuses to turn a blind eye to that which is present 
throughout Christianity’s history: the theological possibility 
of opposing that which is done and an absolute understan-
ding of dignity and human freedom.

9782072868504 | 2021 | 544 pages |  14 x 20,5 cm | 28.50 €

 Rien ne t’appartient

NOTHING 
BELONGS  
TO YOU
It is not just grief and loneliness that have tormented Tara 
since her husband’s death. Inside her, something is rising 
and rumbling like a wave. It is the resurgence of a story she 
thought had been stifled, it is the reappearance of the one 
she once was. A girl with another name, who liked to laugh 
and dance, who believed in eternal childhood until she was 
caught up by her country’s demons.

9782072952227 | 2021 | 160 pages |  14 x 20,5 cm | 16.90 €

Literature & Fiction

Nathacha Appanah

Through the story of this 
“blighted girl,” we are 
relentlessly immersed  
in a world where you must 
push yourself to the limit  
to protect your integrity.

Humanities & Essays

Olivier Grenouilleau

A remarkable synthesis  
of 2,000 years of debates  
and practices, by one of  
the greatest current 
specialists on the history  
of slavery.
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 La Définition du bonheur

THE DEFINITION  
OF HAPPINESS
Two women: Clarisse, who is voracious for life and 
constantly in love, has carried the harbinger of disaster 
within herself from the beginning. Eve vacillates between 
reason and madness, all while building a deep and stable 
relationship with her husband. One lives in Paris, the other 
in New York. Unbeknownst to them, a mysterious link binds 
them. Through the intertwining of their fates, this intense 
novel paints the fresco of an era and questions women’s 
relationship to the body and desire, to love, to maternity, to 
aging, and to happiness.

9782072950377 | 2021 | 352 pages |  14 x 20,5 cm | 20.00 €

Literature & Fiction

Catherine Cusset

This powerful novel,  
a fresco of an era painted  
by a brush as fine as  
it is universal, is an ode  
to the forces that keep 
women standing upright.
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